RULE X

PERIOD OF VALIDITY OF PERMIT OF REVIEW CENTERS


10.1 The permit/license to operate a review center/conduct review courses/classes shall be renewable every 4 years, upon re-evaluation by the ROAT of the Regional Office. An evaluation fee of P20,000.00 shall be paid by the Review Center to cover the cost of re-evaluation.

10.2 The permits issued to operate a review center/offer a review course/class shall continue to be valid for four years unless expressly revoked for valid reasons by the Commission on Higher Education pursuant to applicable laws, rules and regulations.

10.3 In addition, the CHED shall conduct periodic inspection/evaluation of the review centers/classes to determine if the review courses or review centers are being operated in accordance with the conditions and requirements herein set forth taking into account qualifications of reviewers, courses, training & learning resources, facilities, equipment and other relevant resources, among others.

RULE XI

BENEFITS OF REGISTRATION/ISSUANCE OF PERMIT

Rule 11. Benefits of Registration/Issuance of Permit. The issuance of a permit to review centers and their review courses of study has the following benefits:

11.1. It is equivalent to an imprimatur that the reviewees have taken the review course in a review center that is complying with quality standards prescribed by CHED.

11.2. It entitles the review center to advertise its review center and the review courses being offered and to accept reviewees.